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ANSWER TO THE QUESTION “WHO”?

1. Who can be a source of resources?

- central banks of the Eurasian countries, introducing new types of instruments such as an investment loan from the Central Bank

- active or newly created sovereign funds of the Eurasian space

- private accumulated capital
Where will the resources get concentrated?

- within Eurasian Economic Union the most comfortable jurisdiction should be correctly used by investors for expansion within the framework of economic unions

- against the background of de-offshorization and “whitewashing” of business, local special economic zones will gain momentum
What is needed for a breakthrough?

- negative consequences of previous crises should be neutralized by selling quasi-bad assets to the market (specialized exchanges)
- long money, because the injection of long-term investments will not generate inflation
- full transition to settlements in national currencies and, possibly, the gradual launch of the single currency
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